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Abstract. This paper describes the automated process to create structured
master and access copies for the digitised works at the BND – National Digital
Library. The BND created during 2004 and 2005 nearly half a million of
digitized images, from more than 25.000 titles of printed works, manuscripts,
drawings and maps. The resulting of the digitisation process is a group of TIFF
image files representing the surfaces of the original works, which needs yet to
be processed in order to be stored and published. Doing that manually would be
a very complex and expensive task, with risks for the uniformity of the results,
so it was need to develop an automated solution. To create the technical
metadata, apply image processing actions and OCR, create derived copies for
access in PNG, JPG, GIF, and PDF, we developed a tool named SECO. To
create the master copies for each of those works, for preservation, and access
copies in HTML, we developed a tool named ContentE, which exists as a
standalone tool and as a library. Finally the copies are deposited and registered
at the BND repository through the service PURL.PT, which assures also the
WEB and intranet access control. This complex process is fully automated
through several XML schemas for the control of the processes, description of
the results (including the OCR outputs), descriptive metadata (in Dublin Core,
MARC XML, etc.) and rights and structural metadata (in METS).
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Introduction

This paper describes the automated process to create structured master and access
copies for the digitised works at the BND – National Digital Library [3]. To create the
technical metadata and apply image processing actions, we developed a tool named
SECO. To create the master and access, we developed a tool named ContentE. Finally
the copies are deposited and registered at the BND repository through the service
PURL.PT, which assures also the WEB and intranet access control.
All these components interoperate using XML schemas for the control of the
processes and description of the results This is fundamental to meet the BND
requirement of an open and widely accepted mean to exchange information with
heterogeneous systems. Standardized toolsets and libraries are continuously under
development, and XML is the most suitable technology for both data representation

and storage. In particular, modern metadata standards and toolsets, such as for METS
and Dublin Core, are essentially “XML based”.
The next section describes the overall architecture for the system, stressing the
main components. Following, we describe the main relevant sub-systems by their
sequence in the workflow (SECO, ContentE and PURL.PT). Finally, we present some
conclusions and ideas for future work.
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Fig. 1. The overall architecture of the information system supporting the image processing,
metadata creation and copies biding for the digitized works at the BND
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About the overall architecture of the BND

The main purposes of the BND are the development of services for the preservation,
registration, discovery and access to digital resources. Those resources comprise
digitised and digital born cultural and scientific documental resources. In this paper
we are focused only in problem of the digitised resources.
The BND created during 2004 and 2005 nearly half a million of digitized images,
from more than 25.000 physical items, comprising printed works, manuscripts,
drawings, maps, etc. The resulting of the digitisation of each physical item is a group
of TIFF image files representing each surface of the item. In this project nearly 50%
of the images, those of items with only text and with good detail, were digitised at the
resolution of 300 dpi. The other 50% were digitised at 600 dpi. All the images have
24 bit of colour dept. The biggest images, representing large maps with sizes closer to
A1, have more than 2 GBytes.
The master images are perfect for preservation and high quality reproduction, but
are too much for access, especially in the Internet. Also, each group of master images
representing the same original needs to be described according to that before can be
sent to storage. All of this represents a very heavy processing. Doing that manually
would be a very complex and expensive task, with risks for the uniformity of the
results, so it was identified the need to develop an automated solution. This resulted in
a system made of multiple interoperable components, as represented in the Fig. 1 (this
image shows only the architecture and components relevant for the scope of this
paper, as the overall architecture of the BND comprised also other components here
not represented).
In this description we can see that all the process starts with the submission of a
digitised work, which can be created internally at the BN, or by an external entity and
deposited at the BN. After any of those works is submitted to a local workstation, and
after an initial simple inspection, it is sent to SECO. SECO is a service for the
creation of the technical metadata, applying of image processing actions, including
OCR, as also the creation of derived copies for access in PNG, JPG, GIF, and PDF.
After the processing in this system, SECO calls the ContentE library to create the
METS structure and the preservation and access copies. The results are then inspected
by a professional, and if they accepted, they are sent directly to storage. However, if it
is detect any unusual problem, or if it is decided to publish a specific work in a fancier
way, we can use a ContentE Workstation for that. Here the structure can be tuned
trough a powerful user interface (creating more indexes and applying a customised
style sheet).
Finally the copies are deposited and registered at the BND repository through the
service PURL.PT, which assures also the WEB and intranet access control. The
PURL.PT service interoperates also with the other traditional registration services,
such as the PORBASE – Base Nacional de Dados Bibliográficos [9] for the
bibliographic works, X-ARQ for the archival works, etc.
This complex process is fully automated through several XML schemas for the
control of the processes, description of the results (including the OCR outputs),
descriptive metadata (in Dublin Core [10], UNIMARC, coded in MARCXML [7],
etc.), as also rights and structural metadata, expressed in METS [8].
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SECO – Serial Converter

The publishing process of digitized works at BND is essentially geared towards
online availability. Non-standard formats and platform dependencies are avoided so
that the widest possible range of devices and software can access the information (this
is also an important requirement for long term preservation, anyway). For public webbased access, data formats are carefully chosen in order to provide good quality
within current technological limitations – bandwidth in particular. On the local
intranet (inside the network of the BN – Biblioteca Nacional), however, quality can
and should be optimized through larger files and richer content.
To achieve these goals, the publishing process begins with the submission of
master high-resolution images to the SECO system. These are usually acquired
through top quality digitization techniques and equipment and stored as
uncompressed TIFF files at 24 bit colour depth. The typical resolution is 600dpi, or at
least 300dpi for good quality printed works containing only text. Consequently, the
resulting files can be quite large, often reaching sizes above 1 GByte, which is
obviously a major concern in the system.
At its core, the SECO system performs image processing operations. The most
basic of these operations is format conversion. TIFF files are not commonly supported
by web browsers, which will be the main access tools for the published works. SECO
can generate JPEG, GIF, PNG and PDF image files. Only the latter is not natively
supported by current-generation browsers. It is nevertheless a nearly ubiquitous multipage format and viewers such as the Adobe Acrobat Reader [1] are freely available
for most platforms.
SECO also performs scaling and re-sampling, as well as colour depth reduction.
This allows creating manageable image files for consumer-level hardware at 150dpi
and 72dpi, common resolutions, and bitmap (1 bit colour depth). These images are
also compress very effectively in PNG and the PDF formats. The nature and content
of the digitized works must be weighed when selecting these parameters.
Additionally, OCR can be applied to the master images with textual contents,
producing standard text files as also textual PDF copies. In general, the results of the
OCR are not good enough to be immediately published, and proofreading the
extracted text can be very time-consuming (but we do it for some special works).
However, this data can be used to build word indexes for the digitized pages. These
indexes can later be read by automated indexing tools and complement standard
search procedures. Because we store also the word locations (coordinates) in the
images, sophisticated presentation mechanisms can be built upon this information.
These word indices are kept in XML files, such as represented in the Fig. 2.
For very large and highly detailed images (e.g. maps), creative solutions must be
sought to cater for ordinary network connections. For this SECO supports also
automated image slicing, this can break a large image into a tree of lightweight parts
at different detail levels. This concept is realized afterwards when generating the
actual website for the digitised work.
After master images are sent to the SECO server through a network file sharing
protocol, all further operations are configured and executed through the SECO webbased user interface known as WebSECO. Fig. 3 shows a screenshot of this interface,
representing the process’s list with an assortment of available options.

This web interface allows viewing bibliographic records, reports processing status
and provides file and process management operations. It also includes a cropping tool
to remove unwanted elements from images, such as colour charts and excess margins.
The user specifies the crop area graphically on low resolution versions and the system
scales the coordinates to the full resolution masters. This way, no manual processing
of the heavy high resolution images is necessary. The low resolution copies for this
purpose are generated by an optimized rescaling implementation.

Fig. 2. Example of a word index formated in XML

Fig. 3. Example of WebSECO, the on-line interface for SECO

Fig. 4. The process configuration page of the WebSECO interface

The most complex area of the user interface is, however, the process configuration
page, partially shown in Fig. 4. All the available formats and sub-formats are listed in
a table, along with compression quality, resolution, slicing and multi-page parameters.
Several presets are available as configuration templates for most common cases,
usually requiring little or no customization for each individual process. To further
enhance productivity, a single configuration can be shared by a group of works, so
that a user can quickly setup and launch an arbitrarily large set of similar tasks.
After the configuration is set, the scheduling component can execute the process
immediately of only in a pre-determinate moment, avoiding overloading the server
with simultaneous processor, memory and disk intensive image operations.
After the processing of the images, the process continues by generating XHTML
bindings for the access copies. For this, SECO invokes the ContentE Service. It is an
integrated software module on which the ContentE Local Application is also based. A
detailed description will be given in the next section.
The final stage at the SECO processing is quality control. If the automated
execution results are deemed satisfactory, which is true for the majority of the cases,
the finished work is flagged as complete and the SECO system notifies the central
storage service, which moves the data to the preservation and online access areas. On

the other hand, if the results have insufficient quality, the user can reconfigure the
process attempting to correct detected problems. A third option is exporting the
generated data to a workspace where it can be manually adjusted, retouched or
corrected. This option supports the creation of detailed indexes through the ContentE
Local Application.
To store all the data behind the SECO execution, no traditional data base is used.
Instead, the system relies on XML extensively, writing information in XML files.
This allows for dynamic and flexible data formats and the ability to keep work
metadata linked to its main files. Works to be published can be moved, copied and
distributed while including relevant properties for indexing, archiving, technical
description and additional processing.
The configurations of the SECO processing core are also stored in XML files. The
available presets, parameters, processing modules and configuration templates are
themselves described in that way. Than SECO architecture can work as building
blocks to fit the needs of each image set. Other information stored by SECO in XML
files include pre-processing and crop data, generated file properties and statistics,
OCR results, configuration history, process persistence data structures and detailed
logs of all the processes.
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ContentE

The processes based on ContentE are described with detail in [4]. Here we’ll make
only a resume of it! ContentE is made essentially of two components: a library, to be
used by other systems, and a local application that uses the same library and provides
a powerful user interface for advanced usage.
The ContentE library is used by SECO to process the results of the previous steps
and produce master copies for preservation and copies for access. The master copies
are just a folder organised inside in a set of other folders, one for each MIME type
existing for the object. One typical MIME type that is always present is TIFF. Other
types are usually JPEG, PNG, GIF, PDF and TXT. For all of this, ContentE creates
also structural descriptions in METS, as also indexes. One index that is always
created automatically is the original physical index, representing the images by their
natural order. More complex indexes that can be also automatically created by SECO
are tree indexes for images that are split in multiple areas, for better visualisation.
Other complex indexes, such as authors, parts, chapters, etc., can be created only
using the ContentE Local Application, or they can be also created trough SECO but in
this case the respective XML descriptions (in METS) have to be provided with the
submission of the images.
ContentE creates one access copy for each derived MIME type. Each of these
copies is represented as an XHTML site, where the homepage shows the descriptive
metadata and possibly also the indexes and thumbnails of the cover pages, etc. The
indexes can be also textual or they can use thumbnails to represent the access points.
To create these XHTML copies, ContentE can apply multiple XSL visual styles that
are already integrated in the library. Anyway, any new style can be used at any
moment, providing that it can be applied to METS. Finally, the ContentE Library can

retrieve descriptive metadata from external systems, such as PORBASE and X-ARQ,
or import it from local files (in Dublin Core [10] or UNIMARC [11], coded in
MARCXML [7]). Each access copy has also an access rights metadata structure,
whose parameters can be chosen in the SECO’s interface.

Fig. 5. Example of an access copy of a digitised map structured by ContentE

Fig. 6. Example of a session of the ContentE Local Application structuring a digitised journal.

Fig. 5 shows an example of an access copy of a work produced by SECO and
ContentE using these procedures. It is a classical example of a map, for which it as
asked to be created an index tree of three levels, where the first shows all the map, the
second splits it in four parts (all with the same resolution of the image of the upper
level), and the third splits it in 16 images. All was done automatically, once
configured in SECO. Fig. 6 shows another example of a work being processed using
the ContentE Local Application. In this case it is a journal. In cases like this, we want
usually detailed indexes. As SECO produces only sequential indexes, manual work is
required for the more complex structuring.
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PURL.PT

The PURL.PT service allows digital or digitalized works to be registered and
accessed through unique and persistent URLs. These URL have the syntax
“http://purl.pt/xpto”, where “xpto” is a simple sequential number that started in 1 and
grows up for each new work. These identifiers give access to a “home page” of the
work, where a user can see descriptive and technical metadata (with references to the
MIME formats of each copy), and have also access to the copies. The URLs for the
copies have the syntax “http://purl.pt/xpto/copy”, where “copy” is again a sequential
number. The value zero is always reserved for the master copy, while the other copies
are numbered sequentially without any particular order.
The system has an administration interface, a set of web services to interact with
other applications. It works also as a proxy system to allow access control, with the
architecture show in Fig. 7.
The works are registered in the PURL.PT service by the submission of a XML file
created by ContentE. This file has a METS structure and contains all needed
information for register the work and its copies. This file doesn’t contain descriptive
information about the copies; it only has references for them. Therefore, each copy
has its own METS file with the description of its structure.
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Fig. 8. An example of a rights metadata file

Fig. 9. Administrative interface for the service PURL.PT

The PURL.PT service can process multiple descriptive metadata formats
(UNIMARC, Dublin Core and others custom). Through the use of different style
sheets (according to the format of the record), a descriptive text is created for the
homepage of the work. This page also contains information regarding to the work’s
several digital items and its properties, as well as for its physical items references.
The METS’ master copy also enables the creation of a HTML page with technical
information about the different MIME formats that can be found in the copies.
Each copy contains a XML rights file, referred through the METS file, from which
the PURL.PT extracts the terms for access control. In BND we defined tree types of
conditions: private, internal or public. Private items can not be accessed by normal
users, which are the case of all the master items; internal copies can only be accessed
at the intranet; public copies are accessible to all users, including the Internet. The
actual schema for this rights format is available online1, with a sample shown in the
Fig. 8.
In the Fig. 9 we can see an example of the administrative interface of the PURL.PT
service, and in Fig. 10 we can see an example of a descriptive page created
automatically for a digitised work with one master and three copies for access. It is
interesting to see also that due to the interoperability with PORBASE, we can see not
only the references to the physical item that was originally digitised, but also the
references to other copies existing in other libraries members of PORBASE.

Fig. 10. Descriptive page for a digitised work created automatically by the PURL.PT service
1

http://schemas.bn.pt/right/v1/rightsv1.xsd
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Conclusions

In this paper we explained how we harnessed a very complex problem with a strategy
based on the development of a processing system integrating several functional blocks
by the effective use of XML in the interfaces and transport of data. The overall
system is actually in production at the BND, and the experiences had so far make us
to believe that it’ll make it possible to publish, in a short time and with fair human
intervention, the more than 20.000 digitised titles that are still waiting in the queue.
All the code was developed in JAVA, and all the results are available in opensource. We have also plans to continue the developments, especially to reinforce
SECO with more image processing features (such as to cut margins and improve the
legibility in images), add more schemas to ContentE (such as the DOCBOOK [6] and
the Digital Talking Book [2] defined by the DAISY Consortium [5], which will make
it possible to process also object with sound, for visual impaired persons). Finally, the
PURL.PT service has many other features that were not mentioned in this paper,
especially to support browsing in the BND and the publishing of collections and
profiles, all supported easily thanks to the global usage of well defined XML
schemas. All of this will make it possible to support new services, such as, for
example, a user space under development, where users will be able to register and
take advantage of new customised services.
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